Abstract-Superradiance (SR) of electron bunches can be considered an effective method of production of ultrashort electromagnetic pulses. Different types of SR associated with different mechanisms (cyclotron, Cherenkov, and bremsstrahlung) of stimulated emission are observed experimentally in the millimeter and centimeter wavelength bands. Progress in this research has enabled a new type of generator to be created capable of generating unique short (under 200-300 ps) electromagnetic pulses at super high peak powers exceeding 1 GW in the millimeter and 3 GW in the centimeter waveband. Some new methods for further increasing of the SR pulse peak power along with the promotion of such sources to higher frequency bands are discussed. These new methods include phase synchronization of several SR pulse generators, the amplification of an SR pulse during its propagation along a quasi-stationary electron beam and nonlinear compression in the process of induced selftransparency.
I. INTRODUCTION

E
FFECTS arising from the generation, amplification, and propagation of short (in the scale of relaxation times) light pulses in two-level inverted (active) and noninverted (passive) resonance media are well known in optics and were studied in detail theoretically and experimentally [1] - [6] , [8] . The best known effects of this class are superradiance (SR) [1] - [3] , self-induced transparency (SIT) [4] - [6] and nonlinear amplification with simultaneous compression [7] , [8] . It is obvious that similar effects can occur in the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with beams and bunches of classical electrons. Recently, significant progress is achieved in the generation of powerful ultrashort microwave pulses based on the SR of extended electron bunches. Coherent emission from the entire volume of such bunches can occur because of self-bunching and slippage of the wave over the electron pulse [9] - [12] . The SR of classical electrons can be associated with different mechanisms of stimulated emission, such as cyclotron, Cherenkov, and bremsstrahlung. All the above types of SR are observed experimentally at millimeter and centimeter wavelength bands [13] - [25] . Currently, the SR pulses with the highest peak power are obtained for the Cherenkov mechanism of SR when the electrons interact with synchronous harmonics of the backward wave propagating in slow wave structures (SWSs) [17] - [25] . Progress in this research has enabled a new type of generator to be created capable of generating unique short (under 200-300 ps) electromagnetic pulses at super high peak powers exceeding 1 GW in the millimeter and 3 GW in the centimeter wavebands.
This review paper has the following organization. Section I describes the theoretical and experimental studies of Cherenkov mechanisms of SR in the process of interaction of an electron bunch with a backward wave. Recent experiments with phase synchronization of several SR pulse generators [26] - [32] are also discussed. Section II describes the simulation and experimental observation of amplification of SR pulses during propagation along quasi-stationary electron beams [33] , [34] . Section III describes an alternative method for further increasing the SR pulse peak power associated with nonlinear compression in the process of induced selftransparency [35] , [36] . Section IV describes the development of SR sources for higher frequency bands.
II. CHERENKOV SR
A. Basic Model and Simulations
The Cherenkov SR pulses can be produced by a bunch of electrons moving along rectilinear trajectories in SWSs. The SR pulses of maximal power are generated in interaction with the slow spatial harmonic of the backward wave in periodically corrugated waveguide. According to the Floquet theorem, the electric field in the periodically corrugated waveguide can be presented as a sum of spatial harmonics E (z, t) = Re A (z, t) where ω is the carrier frequency, h is the longitudinal wavenumber of the fundamental harmonic,h = 2π/d, d is the period of the corrugation, A (z, t) is the slowly varying complex wave amplitude, and Ẽ (n) is the transverse field profile of the spatial harmonics. When the parameters of the corrugation (period or depth) are slightly tapered along the interaction space the amplitudes of the harmonics Ẽ (n) should be slow functions of the longitudinal coordinate z. Assuming the magnetized electrons move in the axial direction only and interact with the single slow spatial harmonic (n = −1) of the backward wave under the synchronism condition
where v 0 = β 0 c is the unperturbed longitudinal velocity of the electrons. Due to a small variation of the particles' velocity, the radiation of the electron bunch can be described by the following:
Here, we use the following dimensionless variables:
is the phase of an individual particle with respect to the field of the synchronous harmonic, v gr is the group velocity of the electromagnetic wave,
is the mean (along the interaction distance) coupling impedance of the tapered SWS with the full length l,
is the waveguide norm, I b is the electron current, and r b is the electron injection radius. The function χ (Z ) describes the longitudinal profile of the wave coupling impedance (that can be tapered, for e.g., by varying the corrugation depth). This
where L = ωCl/v 0 is the dimensionless length of the interaction space. The function f (τ ) describes the current pulse profile. We assume that electron density is constant ( f (τ ) = 1, τ ∈ [0, T ]) within the dimensionless bunch duration as follows:
Apart from small initial density perturbations at the system entrance
These perturbations initiate the development of SR emission. For uniform SWS [χ (Z ) = 1] formation of a short SR pulse is shown in Fig. 1(a) . It is found from solution to the differential (3). This process is caused by electron bunching and slippage of the wave with respect to the electrons because of the difference between the wave group velocity and the electron longitudinal velocity. The distinctive feature of SR is the linear dependence of peak power on the square of the number of radiating particles [1] - [3] . The dependence of the SR pulse amplitude on the electron pulse duration is shown in Fig. 1(b) for constant beam current. The peak amplitude is proportional to the electron pulse duration until this duration is rather short T < 6. It corresponds to a square law dependence of the radiation power on the total number of electrons in the bunch. Saturation of peak amplitude growth occurs when the electron pulse duration exceeds a certain value T > 6, and the electron pulse becomes too long to provide coherent radiation from all particles over the pulse length. For a rather long electron bunch, the multispikes generation regime is realized, because the different parts of a bunch radiate practically independently. The backward wave interaction such a regime is similar to the self-modulation regime in a back wave oscillator (BWO) driven by a quasi-stationary electron beam [37] .
In certain conditions, the SR pulse peak power can substantially exceed the power of the electron beam because a short SR pulse that forms in the initial stage of the interaction can accumulate energy from different fractions of the extended electron bunch. This fact does not contradict the energy conservation law because the SR pulse total energy is still smaller than the total beam kinetic energy. Let us introduce the power conversion factor as the ratio of the SR pulse peak power to the electron beam power
In a uniform SWS, the conversion factor K < 1 for ultrarelativistic energy of electrons (γ 0 1). In the range of moderate electron energies ∼300-500 keV the conversion factor can slightly exceed unity K ∼ 1.2 and K reaches a maximum value ∼1.4 for nonrelativistic energies [21] .
To obtain a substantial excess of the power conversion factor over unity, it is necessary to use the nonuniform SWS with variable coupling impedance. It is beneficial to realize a situation where despite the linearly growing energy and power of the microwave pulse, as it propagates through the system, the electric field strength in the synchronous harmonic acting upon the electrons is a constant. The impedance profile satisfying the above condition may be presented in the form [21] where the parameter p 0 characterizes the relative impedance variation. The evolution of the radiation power |a (τ, Z )| 2 in the case of a tapered coupling impedance for p 0 = 90 and Z 0 = 0.93L are shown in Fig. 2(a) . In this situation, the amplitude of the synchronous space harmonic |χ (Z ) a (τ, Z )| is practically constant [see Fig. 2(b) ]. In this considered situation, a conversion factor K of 4 may be achieved. Thus, the use of a nonuniform profile allows the SR pulse peak power to be increased significantly.
B. Experimental Observation of Cherenkov SR in Uniform Slow Wave Structures
The results of the theoretical analysis are confirmed by the experiments in millimeter and centimeter wavebands based on high-current accelerators.
At Ka-band the experiments are performed based on the RADAN-303BP accelerator, which can provide 1 ns, 270-290-kV accelerating voltage pulses. In the first experiments, a uniform SWS in the form of a periodically corrugated waveguide is used with corrugation period 0.35 cm, depth 0.075 cm, and mean diameter D/λ = 0.8 [17] , [18] . Highcurrent electron bunches are transported through the interaction space in a longitudinal guiding magnetic field created by a pulsed solenoid (B ∼ 2.5-5 T) or by a superconducting magnet (B max ∼ 8.5 T). Similar to the traditional BWO, the fall in the power near the magnetic field value ∼3 T is caused by cyclotron absorption when the cyclotron resonance condition for the fundamental harmonic is matched [ Fig. 3(b) ]. The maximal peak power of the SR pulse is obtained for a value of the magnetic field exceeding the cyclotron resonance value. A typical oscilloscope trace of the Ka-band microwave signal is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The observed microwave pulses had a duration of ∼300 ps and a rise time of 200 ps. Frequency measurements using a set of cutoff waveguide filters showed that the main peak had a central frequency ∼38 GHz with relative radiation spectrum bandwidth of ∼5%. The radiation pattern corresponded to the excitation of the TM 01 mode. The absolute peak power is calculated by integrating the signal from the detector over its radial position. For the electron bunch with energy of ∼290 keV and peak current of ∼2 kA the peak power is ∼150 MW in the single pulse regime. For the same SWS operation in the repetition rate mode at 25 Hz is realized with a peak power of the SR pulses ∼60 MW.
Alongside the investigation of the generation of subnanosecond SR pulses at Ka-band, similar experiments are performed at W-band (75 GHz) and G-band (150 GHz) [19] . The Wband SR pulses possessed a sharp leading edge < 120 ps and peak power ∼10-15 MW. In the G-band, the measured pulse rise time did not exceed 75 ps which is the limit of the transient characteristic of the 5-GHz oscilloscope. The estimated W-band SR pulse peak power is not < 5-10 MW.
To increase the SR pulse peak power in the following experiments in Ka-band, an advanced SWS is used [20] . Obviously, an important factor limiting the peak power is dispersion spread of the SR pulse during its propagation through the SWS in the backward and forward directions. To diminish the influence of this factor, a slightly oversized SWS with D λ = 1.3 and a resonant reflector for electromagnetic pulse extraction are implemented. For electron bunches with current 2.1 kA and a particle energy of 290 keV in a highmagnetic field (5.5 T), using the new advanced SWS allowed 200-250 ps microwave pulses to be obtained with a maximum peak power of 420 MW. In a low magnetic field (∼2 T) the peak power decreased to 240-280 MW.
C. SR Experiments With Nonuniform Slow Wave System. Production of SR Pulses With Peak Power Exceeding the Electron Beam Power
The next step is the use of nonuniform SWS with coupling impedance that increased toward the collector end [21] - [25] . The first experiments using nonuniform SWS are performed in the X-band [21] . As a source of electrons, the accelerator based on the SINUS-150 compact generator is used. It provided a 4-ns electron bunch with current of 2.6 kA and particle energy of 330 keV. The SWS had a length of L = 36 cm (∼12 λ) with a corrugation period of 1.3 cm. Thus, the maximal power of the electron bunch achieved 0.85 GW. The strength of the magnetic field, generated by a pulsed solenoid, reached 3 T. The pulse energy achieved is ∼0.6 J. The power conversion coefficient is estimated to be 1.4 with a maximum microwave power of 1.2 GW.
The next experiment with maximum power conversion achievement (K ∼ 1.8) is performed by using the SINUS-200 compact generator (pulse width 9 ns, voltage up to 330 kV, and beam current 5 kA). The SWS had the length of L = 65 cm (∼20 λ). The amplitude of the corrugation increased from 0.1 to 0.25 cm along the system (that corresponded to a Similar experiments are carried out in Ka-band [22] based on the RADAN 303BP accelerator. The nonuniform SWS with increasing corrugation depth had a length of ∼12 cm (∼14 λ) and a mean diameter ∼1.3 λ. The SWS is optimized numerically using the axially symmetric version of the KARAT code. The simulation included the formation of the electron bunch in the coaxial vacuum diode. The geometry of the experimental setup used in the simulation is presented in [22] . In the simulation, it is demonstrated that in a strong magnetic field of up to 6.5 T it is possible to achieve a conversion factor of ∼1.7. Thus, a 2.5 kA, 290-keV electron bunch with a power ∼700 MW can emit a SR pulse with a peak power of over 1 GW and duration < 300 ps (Fig. 5) .
The particle-in-cell (PIC)-simulations demonstrated that in the low guiding magnetic field ∼2 T (less than the cyclotron resonance value) the peak power of the SR pulse generated in a nonuniform SWS should be ∼400 MW. This regime is used in the experiment for production of SR pulses at a highrepetition rate [23] . These experiments are performed in the Ka-band exploiting a hybrid high-voltage modulator consisting of a SM-3NS nanosecond driver and a subnanosecond hydrogen peaking switch. The driver had several stages of energy compression based on solid-state opening switches. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6 together with a typical microwave signal recorded by the 6-GHz stroboscopic oscilloscope. This waveform is obtained for a 1-kHz pulse repetition frequency. Processing the detector signal yielded a pulse width equal to 250 ps with a 190-ps rise time. The microwave energy measured by a calorimeteric method is 65-mJ per pulse, which corresponds to a peak power of 260 MW. The average microwave power over the train of pulses is 200 W at a pulse repetition frequency of 3.5 kHz. In a few series of experiments with the electron beam parameters increased to the limit allowed by the modulator, microwave pulses with 80 mJ of energy and 300 MW of peak power are produced.
D. Coherent Summation of SR Pulses Emitted from Several Channels
S-band [26] and X-band [27] SR experiments demonstrated high stability of pulse-to-pulse phase distribution of the radiation. The root-mean-square (RMS) phase deviation on the time scale is found to approximate the rise time dispersion of the supply voltage. A fundamentally important problem that should be solved for coherent summation of SR pulses emitted from several channels is the stabilization of the explosive electron emission (EEE) delay, which is generally variable in a wide range in response to slightly varying field strength at the edge of a cylindrical cathode. The EEE delay does not destabilize the microwave pulse phase pattern; its dispersion should be restricted in the range from several to 10 ps. This requires a fast rise time high-voltage pulse to be applied to the cathode. The best suited cathodes are dense graphite cathodes with an extremely thin edge of ∼0.1-0.3 mm as well as metal-dielectric (MD) film cathodes. Particularly, an increase in RMS EEE delay from 2-3 to 8 ps in 10 4 pulses is observed in experiments with two-channel injection of parallel beams from identical graphite cathodes [28] . In a special experiment, the lifetime of MD cathodes is found to be even better. The EEE delay did not increase noticeably in ∼10 6 pulses.
The results [26] - [28] let rise to investigations of advanced HPM systems like phased antenna arrays on the basis of X-band SR BWOs without electrodynamic coupling [29] , [30] . As in [31] , SR BWOs are capable of operating at high-pulse repetition rates and demonstrating stability of both microwave pulse amplitude and shape. The idea of phase synchronization between two channels can be realized if the sharpest parts of identical current fronts of the beams arrive at the input of the interaction space with a negligible time jitter. If so, then precisely-adjustable time shift between the current fronts provides controllable tuning of the phase difference for two microwave pulses [30] .
For experiments [29] , [30] , a laboratory setup (Fig. 7) based on a SINUS-200 high-voltage accelerator with a pulse forming line (PFL) of impedance 30 and electrical length 9 ns is used. The accelerator allowed repetitive pulsed operation at 100 Hz. In the self-breakdown mode, the main gas gap switch ensured TEM voltage pulses of amplitude up to 300 kV in a coaxial transmission line [ Fig. 8(a) ]. The electrical length of the transmission lines downstream of a coaxial T-branch ensured reliable decoupling between the channels. The vacuum diodes and the SWSs of the SR BWO are identical in geometry and are placed inside the solenoids (B-field of ∼0.5 T) connected in series to the dc supply. In the first stage of the experiments [29] , a single peaking switch (peaker) based on a nonlinear line with an unsaturated ferrite section is located at the output of the PFL, as shown in Fig. 8 . Stable operation of the gas gap switch and the solid-state sharpener provided the conditions for mutual phasing of two X-band SR BWOs with an accuracy σ ≤ 2%. Thus, coherent summation of the radiated fields of independent generators is shown for the first time. The relative duration of 300-MW SR pulses is (T pulse /T X ) ≈ 20, where T pulse is the microwave pulse duration and T X = 100 ps is the period of the carrier frequency.
In the second stage of the experiments [30] , two ferritebased peakers positioned in the individual channels between the T-branch and the vacuum diodes are used. Both ferriteloaded nonlinear lines possessed controllable sharpening because of the variable ferrite saturation in the adjustable axial magnetic field created by the dc solenoids. The maximum rate rise of the voltage attained is 430 kV/ns. The shift of the sharpened pulse front (by ∼100 ps per 3 kA/m) allowed a controllable relative phase shift of the radiation in the channels within more than the period T X . Characteristic dispersion of the phase difference is kept at a level of several picoseconds [29] . This provided experimental demonstration of superradiative directional pattern scanning in free space. It is pertinent that phase stabilization and RF pattern scanning for the two-channel X-band device stimulated further similar researches in the Ka-band, where both coherent power summation and pattern scanning are demonstrated todate for the elongated pulsewidth of (T pulse /T K a ) ≈ 150 [32] .
III. AMPLIFICATION AND NONLINEAR COMPRESSION OF ULTRASHORT MICROWAVE PULSES BY QUASI-STATIONARY ELECTRON BEAMS: THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
For peak power enhancement of SR pulses, it is possible to use the subsequent amplification of a pulse during its propagation along a quasi-stationary electron beam. As theoretically shown in [33] and [34] , the amplification of such short pulses is significantly different from the well-known mechanism for amplification of monochromatic signals in the CW regime. For short pulses essential effects are caused by slippage of the input pulse over the electron beam because of a difference of the radiation group velocity v gr and the translational velocity of the particles v 0 . Under such conditions the leading, or tail, pulse fronts (depending on the ratio between v gr and v 0 ) are permanently fed by fresh electrons without coherent density modulation. Therefore, the input pulse accumulates energy from different fractions of the electron beam and is effectively amplified. After some propagation distance, the peak power of the SR pulse can exceed the power of the electron beam. Simultaneously, electromagnetic pulse shortening is observed. Results of theoretical analyses and the first experimental observations of amplification and nonlinear compression of SR pulses are presented. The Cherenkov mechanism of interaction in a dielectric loaded waveguide is used. For comparison with the experiments, the theoretical consideration of the above process is carried out.
A. Basic Model and Simulations
The process of amplification of a short electromagnetic pulse
by a quasi-continuous electron beam in a dielectric loaded waveguide under the Cherenkov synchronism condition
can be described by the following equations [compare with (3)]:
Re a exp (i θ ) (10) with the boundary conditions
Here
For the interaction with a T M 01 mode of a dielectric loaded waveguide E = I 0 (κ ⊥ r b ), where κ ⊥ is the transverse wavenumber in the vacuum channel and I 0 (x) is the modified Bessel function. The gain parameter can be written as
where N s is the norm of the operating mode (see [33] ). The function a (τ ) = a 0 sin 2 (πτ/T ) describes the form of the input signal with amplitude a 0 and duration T . The parameter J 1 is introduced to consider the influence of noise modulation with random phase ϕ (τ ).
Solutions of (10) are carried out for the parameters corresponding to the experimental values. The interaction space represented the cylindrical waveguide with radius R = 0.45 cm and length 24 cm with a dielectric quartz (ε ∼ 3.7) insert and width 0.135 cm. For a particle energy of 300 keV (γ 0 = 1.6), beam current 1 kA, and injection radius R 0 = 0.2 cm, the gain parameter C ∼ 0.1. Correspondingly, the normalized interaction length is L ∼ 25. The evolution of the input pulse with amplitude a 0 = 2 and duration T = 12, which corresponds to a 300-ps incident signal with peak power ∼50 MW, is shown in Fig. 9 .
The level of noise modulation of the electron density is chosen asJ = 0.007 that corresponds to a noise power ∼30 MW without input signal. Fig. 9 shows that the rear edge of the input pulse is constantly fed by electrons without initial modulation (excepting the effect of noise). In this situation, the saturation mechanism typical for amplification of a monochromatic signal does not work. Therefore, at this rear edge the intensive growth of radiation amplitude takes place. For the simulation parameters, the power amplification coefficient is ∼8. This process is accompanied by significant shortening of the input pulse duration by four to five times. It is important that the amplitude of the input pulse is close to the saturation value for the case of amplification of a stationary monochromatic signal. Nevertheless, significant pulse amplification is observed.
The influence of such effects as dispersive expansion, spread of particle velocities, space charge etc., are investigated using the PIC code KARAT. The simulation result of the amplification of a 50 MW, 300-ps input pulse is shown in Fig. 10 . The output power achieves 210 MW (amplification coefficient ∼4.2). Simultaneously, significant shortening of the input pulse down to 80 ps occurs. In the absence of an input signal the multispikes regime (SASE) is realized with a power level of 30-40 MW (noise pedestal in Fig. 10 with duration ∼2 ns). According to the simulations, when the interaction space length is increased up to 30 cm the output peak power reaches ∼350 MW, exceeding the power of the electron beam [33] .
B. Experimental Observation of Amplification and Nonlinear Compression of SR Pulse at Ka-Band
For observation of amplification and compression of SR pulses the experimental setup (Fig. 11 ) based on two RADAN accelerators, synchronized with accuracy 100-300 ps [16] is arranged. The first accelerator is used to drive the 37-GHz generator of SR pulses with duration ∼300 ps based on a relativistic BWO. This SR pulse is transmitted through the diagnostic oversized waveguide to the amplification section formed by a dielectric loaded waveguide. After reflection from a cutoff region, the SR pulse is amplified by an electron beam with current 1.2 kA and duration up to 2.5 ns from a second RADAN accelerator.
Recording of the input and output pulses are performed in the diagnostic section by a calibrated hot-carrier germanium detector. The signals are recorded by a transient digitizing oscilloscope Tektronix TDS-6154C (15 GHz; 40 Gs/s). At the preliminary stage of the experiments, the attenuation coefficients for microwave signals with durations from 100 to 300 ps are estimated. Based on these considerations for a SR pulse peak power ∼130 MW the power at the input of the amplification section should not exceed 50 MW [ Fig. 12(a) ]. The main reasons for the power reduction are parasitic reflection in the transmission line, as well as RF breakdown.
In the absence of an input signal from the SR pulse generator the regime of self-amplification of spontaneous emission is realized with duration ∼2-2.5 ns and power level 30-40 MW [ Fig. 12(b) ]. When the amplification section is driven by an input SR pulse a short single amplified output pulse is observed, as shown in Fig. 12(c) . The peak power of the output pulse is ∼190 MW (power amplification gain ∼3.8). Amplification is accompanied by significant shortening of the electromagnetic pulse duration down to 100 ps.
Thus, the performed experiments demonstrated the amplification of microwave SR pulses propagating along quasistationary electron beams, which is accompanied by a strong shortening (nonlinear compression) of the pulses. However, the peak power of generators of SR pulses exceeds the gigawatt level [21] , [22] . To effectively amplify such pulses it is necessary to drive the amplification section by a high-current electron beam with a power much higher than the beam power in the generator of the SR pulses. Nevertheless, even at the present stage of experiments, the duration of the observed subgigawatt pulses of ∼100 ps is a record value for the Ka-band and corresponds to 5-6 periods of high-frequency oscillations.
IV. SIT AND ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE COMPRESSION IN PLASMA OR ELECTRON BEAM UNDER CYCLOTRON RESONANCE CONDITION
The effect of SIT for short (in the scale of relaxation times) light pulses is well-known in optics and is studied in detail theoretically and experimentally [3] - [5] . Because of nonlinear effects, a dissipative medium that normally absorbs light becomes transparent to a bright, short-duration light pulse (2π-pulse). Therefore, the light pulse propagates without any change in shape as a SIT-soliton. In addition, under certain conditions nonlinear compression of the incident light pulse occurs when its duration reduces while the amplitude significantly increases [5] . Similar effects can, apparently, be observed in classical electronics when a short electromagnetic pulse propagates through an initially rectilinear electron beam under the cyclotron resonance condition. In the condition of the normal Doppler effect β −1 ph β 0 < 1 (where v ph = β ph c is the phase velocity of the radiation) such beams can be considered as an analogy of a noninverted (passive) two-level medium.
A. Model and Basic Equations
In principle, SIT effects should be observed for arbitrary angles between the pulse group velocity and the direction of a 
where ω H = eH 0 /mcγ is the gyrofrequency, the interaction can be described by the following:
Here, we use the following dimensionless variables and parameterst
is the initial mismatch of the cyclotron resonance, and
is a form factor written under the assumption that the electron bunch interacts with a T E mn mode of the waveguide with radius R, κ = ν n /R, ν n is the nth root of the equation J m (ν) = 0, and J m is a Bessel function. The upper sign in the above equations corresponds to the interaction of electrons with the co-propagating incident pulse and the lower sign corresponds to the case of counter-propagation.
It is important that a fundamental factor for the development of the SIT effects is a nonzero nonisochronicity parameter μ. As in the physics of gyrotrons [38] , nonisochronicity is caused by a relativistic dependence of the gyrofrequency on the particle energy. However, collinear propagation of the wave relative to the magnetic field it can be partially compensated by recoil effects. Under the autoresonance condition (when the phase velocity is equal to the speed of light) full compensation takes place μ = 0. In this case, electron oscillators convert to linear ones. Correspondingly, SIT effects develop only out of autoresonance when μ = 0.
B. SIT and Compression of Electromagnetic Pulses Under Interaction With a Co-Propagating Electron Beam
Let us consider the situation when an incident electromagnetic pulse propagates in the forward direction with respect to the electron longitudinal velocity. Under the assumption of small electron current G 1 and nonzero parameter of nonisochronicity (13) can be reduced to the following form:
where
The equations for electron motion are presented as equations of nonisochronous oscillators which are widely used in the theory of CRMs [38] . The main difference between the model considered here and the traditional models of gyroresonance devices lies in the assumption that the electrons have no initial rotational velocity: p (Z = 0) = 0. Therefore, a resonant medium is described by (14b), i.e., no averaging over the cyclotron rotation phases is required. The results of the solutions of (14) are shown in Fig. 13 for different initial amplitudes a 0 and durations T of the incident electromagnetic pulse. These results confirm the analogy with the optical SIT effects. When the amplitude and duration of the incident electromagnetic pulse are small, the cyclotron absorption is shown in [Fig. 13(a) ]. This process is accompanied by a quasi-periodical energy exchange between the electromagnetic pulse and the electrons that is similar to Rabi oscillations of population inversion in optics [7] . Following the above analogy, as the initial amplitude and duration of the microwave pulse increase, the SIT effect occurs [35] , [36] when the incident pulse propagates through electron beam practically without damping [ Fig. 13(b) ]. This effect has a simple explanation; viz. the leading front of an electromagnetic pulse excites transverse oscillations of electrons which then are suppressed by the trailing front. With further increasing of the amplitude and duration of the incident pulse the nonlinear pulse compression is observed. In Fig. 13(c) , the peak power grows > 2.5-2.8 times with simultaneous pulse shortening. In this process, the energy absorption is rather low and the energy of the compressed pulse amounts to 80% of the incident pulse energy. Similar to the propagation of light pulses in the resonance two-level medium, for sufficiently large amplitude and duration the incident electromagnetic pulse decomposes to one, or several, solitons, e.g., localized wave packets with amplitude and duration defined by the velocity of their propagation. Soliton-like solutions of (14) can be found analytically and have the following form [35] :
where s = U − 1 and U are the normalized soliton velocity. According to (15) , the soliton amplitude increases with simultaneous shortening of its duration with decreasing of the parameter s, e.g., with decreasing the difference between the soliton velocity and the velocity of light. These conclusions are in a good agreement with the results of numerical simulations of time-domain (14) [see Fig. 13(d) ]. Optical SIT-solitons possess a similar dependence of amplitude and duration on propagation velocity.
C. Stopping of an Electromagnetic Pulse Interacting With a Counter-Propagating Electron Beam
The SIT and pulse compression effects can also take place when the radiation group velocity is directed backward to the electron translational velocity. A distinctive feature in counter interaction is the possibility of the stopping of an electromagnetic pulse and the formation of a stationary soliton. The system of equations describing the electron-wave interaction in wave counter propagation relative to the electron beam can be presented in the form where
is used as the time variable. Similar to (14), we assume that the electrons at the entrance into the interaction space Z = 0 have no transverse momentum. The (16) also have a soliton-like solution that coincides with (15) if we set s = U + 1. Therefore, a soliton interacting with a counter propagating electron beam exists under the condition U > −1. The soliton velocity is directed in the opposite direction to that of the electron beam in the range −1 < U < 0 and in the forward direction in the range U > 0. Obviously, the soliton velocity can also be zero, U = 0, which corresponds to the stopping of an electromagnetic pulse [36] .
These conclusions are confirmed by numerical simulations of (16) . Fig. 14 shows deceleration and stopping of an electromagnetic pulse when it propagates from the collector end of the system. We see that in electromagnetic pulse propagates in the opposite direction to the electron beam with an unperturbed group velocity, but then it decelerates to the point of full stopping as it transforms into a soliton. In contrast to the stopping of light realized through the photoinduced transparency effects [39] - [41] , the considered case the stopping occurs because of movement of the nonlinear resonance medium in the frame of a more simple single photon process (e.g., in the absence of a pump wave).
In the case of interaction with a counter propagating electron beam, the regimes described above can also be realized including the cyclotron absorption, SIT, the formation of multisoliton solutions, and the compression of an input signal. The nonlinear compression effect can be used for further increasing the peak power and shortening the duration of SR pulses. Let us estimate the possibility of compressing an 8-mm SR pulse with a power of 1.2 GW and a duration of 350 ps [22] propagating in a waveguide with radius of 0.45 cm in the opposite direction to an electron beam with a particle energy of 300 keV and a current of 450 A. We will assume that the transverse structure of the signal corresponds to the TE 11 mode of a circular waveguide. The wave phase velocity v ph ≈ 1.2c. The electron beam is guided by a uniform magnetic field with strength of 3.5 T, which provides the condition for cyclotron resonance with the radiation of the above band. At the chosen physical parameters, the normalized parameters are G = 0.008, a 0 = 5, and T = 6. The input and output pulses at the optimal cyclotron resonance detuning δ = 2 are shown in Fig. 15 . The peak power of the output pulse is ∼3.3 GW at a duration of ∼80 ps. The normalized length of the compression region L = 10 corresponds to a physical length of ∼10 cm. Thus, the investigated process can be fairly efficient in practice for the generation of electromagnetic pulses with an ultrahigh peak power and an ultrashort duration. The proposed method may be considered as an alternative to the well-known methods of passive and active compression [42] , [43] in a certain domain of parameters.
The deceleration and stopping of electromagnetic pulses can be of practical interest, for example, for their subsequent addition or the creation of delay lines. For full stopping of an SR pulse with the above power and duration to be observed, the beam current must be increased to 1 kA. Obviously, the experimental setup based on two synchronized RADAN accelerators, for which the nonstationary amplification of SR pulses is investigated [34] , can be used to observe the effects being discussed after modification. For this purpose, the amplifier section in the form of a waveguide with a dielectric insert should be replaced by a section in the form of a regular waveguide, whereas the strength of the guiding magnetic field should correspond to the cyclotron resonance of particles with a co-propagating or counter-propagating wave.
V. GENERATION OF TERAHERTZ SR PULSES BY MULTIPICOSECOND ELECTRON BUNCHES MOVING OVER A CORRUGATED SURFACE
This section is describes the analysis of possibilities for the development of SR sources in short wavebands including terahertz one. We study the Cherenkov mechanisms of SR on the assumption that the electron bunches are formed by photoinjectors [44] , [45] . Advancement of Cherenkov SR sources into short-wave ranges needs fabrication of periodic microstructures based on modern technologies. Increasing the electron energy up to several MeV, that is typical for electron bunches formed by photoinjectors, allows the achievement of the proper coupling with an evanescent wave. In contrast with the previous sections strongly oversized waveguide structures should be used in the terahertz frequency range leading to the necessity to develop a quasi-optical approach for the description of Cherenkov radiation.
Let us consider the Cherenkov SR of an extended electron bunch of finite length l e z and transverse dimensions l e x,y that moves rectilinearly over a plane with a periodic sinusoidal corrugation: b (z) = b 1 cos h z , where b 1 is the corrugation amplitude [ Fig. 16(a) ]. As shown in [46] , if the corrugation depth is relatively small, the formation of an evanescent slow wave over the corrugated surface can be represented as a superposition of two counter-propagating quasi-optical wavebeams that defines by the magnetic field (17) where k = ω/c. Accordingly, the longitudinal component of the electric field that acts upon the electrons can be expressed as follows:
On a corrugated surface under the Bragg resonance conditions ω =hc 2, the counter-propagating waves (17) exhibit coupling and mutual scattering because of excitation of virtual surface magnetic currents [47] . Therefore, an evanescent slow wave is formed with dispersion characteristic shown in Fig. 16(b) . For relativistic energies the intersection of the dispersion curve of a normal slow wave with the eigenwave of a rectilinear electron beam: ω = hV 0 corresponds to a regime in which the direction of normal wave group velocity coincides with the electron longitudinal velocity.
In the frame of a 3-D quasi-optical model the process of SR can be described by the following system: (19) where 
where θ = ω 0 (t − z/c) is the phase of electrons relative to the co-propagating partial wave A + . The system of (19) , (20) is written using the following normalization:
is the gain parameter, and
is the parameter of inertial electron bunching, = 2 /hG. The boundary conditions to (19) correspond to the absence of electromagnetic energy fluxes from outside:
= 0, where L = Gkl. At the boundaries of the corrugation along the x coordinate nonreflected radiation conditions should be applied.
Simulations of the Cherenkov SR are performed in the terahertz range for the electron bunch with the length of l e z = 1.2 cm (40 ps), the transverse dimensions of l e x = l e y = 0.3 mm, particle energy of 1.5 MeV and total charge of 2.2 nC. These parameters can be obtained for the electron bunches generated by photoinjectors [44] , [45] . The bunch is propagating over a plane with a corrugated region of length 10 cm with corrugation period of 0.15 mm, and amplitude of 25 μm. These physical parameters correspond to the normal- 
The results of solutions to the differential equations showed that a short SR pulse emits in the positive direction of the axis z, i.e., in the direction of the electron bunch propagation. Fig. 17 shows exponential decay of the amplitudes of both partial waves in the vertical y direction that obviously corresponds to formation of an evanescent slow wave. In Fig. 18 , the instant electric field E y (X, Z ) space profiles in the cross section Y = 0.6 are shown in consecutive time intervals. From the dispersion diagram, the electron velocity in the resonance point exceeds the normal wave group velocity. Therefore, Fig. 18 shows the formation of wake-fields behind the electron bunch. The peak power of the SR pulse amounted to 3.5 MW at a pulse duration of ∼100 ps.
Results obtained in the framework of a quasi-optical model are confirmed by the direct PIC simulations based on the code CST Studio that are shown in Fig. 19(a) and (b) for the physical parameters of the SWS system and the electron bunch indicated above. The SR pulse peak power is ∼3 MW, pulse duration is 60 ps, and the spectrum central frequency is ∼0.8 THz. Fig. 19(c) also shows formation of wake-field behind the electron bunch. Thus, the results of our analysis demonstrate the possibility of generation of single high-power electromagnetic pulses in the terahertz frequency range using Cherenkov SR of electron bunches that propagate in free space over a corrugated surface. We believe that it is expedient to study the possibility of moving to still shorter wavelengths, which can be achieved by decreasing the period of the gratings with simultaneous increasing the density and particle's energy. We analyzed the generation of terahertz SR pulses by electron bunches moving in an undulator field. For closely similar parameters of the electron bunches and the generated SR pulses, evident advantages of the Cherenkov mechanism are a smaller size of the interaction space and the possibility of using electron bunches with lower particle energies (for the same radiation frequency).
In many papers, the radiation of an electron bunch moving above a corrugated surface is described as the Smith-Purcell effect [48] - [50] . Although spontaneous emission was studied in these papers, they did not include the electrons' microbunching. This type of emission is effective when the bunch size is small on the scale of a wavelength. It is typical for such a type of emission that the electrons simultaneously radiate at many frequencies that depend on the observation angle. Our model describes stimulated emission and (19) , (20) obviously include the electrons' microbunching. In contrast to spontaneous emission, stimulated emission is usually characterized by a narrow frequency band. The radiation frequency is close to the Bragg frequency, i.e., the radiation wavelength is approximately half of the corrugation period. For the Smith-Purcell effect the frequencies radiated at a small angle to the direction of the electron longitudinal velocity can significantly exceed the Bragg frequency. However, the conditions for providing stimulated emission at such high frequencies still need more analysis.
VI. CONCLUSION
The theoretical understanding and experimental demonstration of SR were reviewed and showed to be a very effective method of producing very high-power short pulses of electromagnetic radiation from electron bunches. Types of SR associated with different mechanisms (cyclotron, Cherenkov, and bremsstrahlung) of stimulated emission were analyzed theoretically, numerically modeled using PIC codes, and observed experimentally. Cherenkov SR in the configuration of an electron bunch interacting with a backward wave produced some of the highest peak powers. The earliest SR experiments of this type used uniform SWSs. SR experiments used nonuniform SWSs and produced SR pulses with peak power exceeding the electron beam power. Recent experiments achieved phase synchronization of two SR pulse generators opening the way for synchronizing multiple sources and lead to the prospect of steerable SR beams from phased arrays of SR generators.
The simulation and experimental observation of amplification of SR pulses during propagation along quasi-stationary electron beams were reviewed. In addition, an alternative method was presented for further increasing the SR pulse peak power associated with nonlinear compression in the process of induced self-transparency. Finally, the development of SR sources for higher frequency bands was considered as an effective method of production of ultrashort electromagnetic pulses.
In summary, progress in SR research enabled a new type of generator to be created capable of generating unique short (under 200-300 ps) electromagnetic pulses at super high peak powers exceeding 1 GW in the millimeter and 3 GW in the centimeter waveband. In addition, it was showed that Cherenkov SR of short electron bunches that propagated in free space over a corrugated surface should be capable of generating several MW at THz frequencies.
